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Chapter 1 : A Conventional Corpse by Joan Hess
A CONVENTIONAL CORPSE is a witty and enchanting cozy that captures the ambiance of campus small town life. The
subplot involving the heroine and her egotistical former lover is extremely humorous. There is an abundance of viable
suspects that add to the complexity of Joan Hess's wonderful amateur sleuth novel.

Bad enough that she is surrounded by peevishly capricious authors; bad enough that Roxanne Small,
renowned and feared mystery editor, arrives unexpectedly, to the disgruntlement of said authors. Or just about
anywhere without temperamental authors, irritable teenage daughters who have mastered the art of Speaking
in Capital Letters, and sudden death. A Conventional Corpse finds Claire in typically acerbic form; Joan Hess
is a master at presenting a decidedly cockeyed world in precise and amusing language. Or perhaps I could
surreptitiously sign her up for the Peace Corps and arrange an assignment to a country in which headhunting
was still a popular sport. Or leave her in a basket at the door of a convent in a newly autonomized country
such as Azerbaijan--sans passport. The overall effect is one of limited imagination. In addition, the
denouement will leave many readers perplexed, renouncing as it does the constraints of logic, motive, and
probability. Claire Malloy fans, though, will more than likely be pleased enough with the return of their
favorite bookseller to read in a forgiving frame of mind. Sponsored by the Thurber Farber Foundation and
held at Farber College, Murder Comes to Campus is playing host to five major mystery writers representing
all areas of the field. Dragooned into running the show when the original organizer is hospitalized, local
bookseller Claire Malloy finds herself in the midst of a barely controlled disaster. Not only do each of the
writers present their own set of idiosyncracies and difficulties including one who arrives with her cat Wimple
in tow , the feared, distrusted, and disliked mystery editor of Paradigm House, Roxanne Small, puts in a
surprise appearance at the conference. Customer Book Reviews Well worth the long wait By on May 13, The
Book Depot, an independent bookstore located in Farberville, Arkansas, generates enough revenue to support
owner Claire Malloy and her sixteen-year old daughter Caron. Claire expects to make enough money to
dramatically reduce her debts at the Murder Comes to Campus Mystery convention sponsored by the Thurber
Farber Foundation for the Humanities at Farber College. Claire initially enjoys talking with the authors, but
only a few hours in their company pass before she realizes most of them are petty, jealous, and cranky. An
attendee dies in a tragic car accident. After having solved many homicides over the past few years, Claire
begins her own investigation that almost leads to her own death. Fans of the Malloy mystery series will be
delighted to learn that after a long gap, a new installment is on the shelves. The subplot involving the heroine
and her egotistical former lover is extremely humorous. In addition to the usual cast of characters, we meet
five mystery authors and one editor who have come to Fayetteville, Arkansas to attend the first perhaps only
"Murder Comes to Campus" mystery convention. Claire, who had hoped to sell tons to books to the
convention attendees, finds herself instead roped into managing the convention when the original organizer is
hospitalized. Claire must deal with the 5 mystery guests of author and a troublesome editor, all of whom are
based on real-life people. I was able to figure out the real-life identity of 3 of the 6 characters but am I right?
See how many you can figure out! I was guessing until the very last page. Just good - but You get use to crazy
people and zany things happening in a Joan Hess book, but for some reason it kind of fell flat with me and I
found myself being irritated more times than amused. I enjoyed her earlier books more. I finished it but the
end was kind of anticlimatic. The thing that bothers me most is that the main characters never seems grow or
change. This series needs a major overhaul! A Conventional Corpse is an excellent addition to the series. The
backdrop of a convention attended a group of eccentric authors is perfect for murder. The characters are
delightful and well written. The teenagers add spice. The frightfully spoiled cat was a hoot. Joan Hess always
entertains but I think her plot twists in this book were especially clever. Although as an incurable romantic I
wanted to see them get together. In fact it is my hope that one book will contain a wedding and another
perhaps a honeymoon with murder of course. I recommend this book to all the Claire Malloy fans. Who is the
real Roxanne? By on Jul 07, Why not Mystery characters who are writers? I found this book truly delightful.
The convention gave a very different view of authors than the public usually views. Just how much of the
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characterization of these writers is fiction is intriguing in itself. I found the book well written and worth the
wait. Caron and Inez came through as usual - the ditzy teens. I read the book and then reread it hunting for
clues I had missed. The other mystery of me as a layman would be did the character of Roxanne have a real
counterpart that only authors would be privy to knowing? The titular "convention" is a mystery convention
with five major mystery writers arrived in Farberville from out of town. Claire, who hopes to make a small
fortune in book sales during the convention, ends up in charge when the organizer is hospitalized. Between
herding the errant authors from one place to the next while keeping track of her own teenage daughter, Claire
hardly has time to rebuff the apologetic overtures of her estranged boyfriend, Lieutenant Peter Rosen. Claire is
a wonderful character, and her relationship with her daughter is fun and realistic. Hess goes to a great deal of
trouble to depict the complex and frequently hostile relationships between the authors, even though these
relationships have very little to do with the mystery. The resolution of the mystery is startlingly weak and
poorly thought out. And the bizarre subplot involving Peter Rosen, which is presumably meant to be
humorous, is so far out of character as to be contrived and distracting. But this was not a particularly good
read. Ironically, the most "conventional" part of the novel was its plot. Carolyn Hart has done a similar story,
just to name one version off the top of my head. The catty authors and editors, the petty disputes and
backstabbing--this is all so old. Arnie the Sleazebag got the best lines. You can always count on this author for
a very fun read. A Conventional Corpse is no exception. I found many places where I laughed out loud. The
messes that seem to find Claire are great. The supporting characters are solidly developed and used well to
move the plot along. Hess brought Arnie back, I love that character. In this installment, Arnie is fleshed out
more and we understand him much better. Thank you for that that Ms. Oh, yes there is a murder or two. To
those readers who found the ending confusing, I suggest that you read the last few pages again. I understood
what had happened and what was happening. Hess to end this mystery and have the happy ending. And a very
good way, I might add. Looking forward to another one soon. Disappointing Ending By Directandcross on
Feb 16, There were some fun moments in the book but the ending was very disappointing. Proofreading
Problems By Dewayne. Stevens on Aug 15, My review is directed toward those who proofread the kindle
version of this and other Joan Hess novels before publication. In my kindle version of A Conventional Corpse,
I counted no less than 32 misspellings and punctuation errors. I caught myself watching for these mistakes
which denied me the pleasure becoming completely engrossed in Ms. I find these errors more and more
frequently in my kindle downloads. Should I keep track of these as I read and report them to Amazon. A long
awaited Claire Malloy mystery By Moe on Jun 23, Hess takes the rather tired premise of murder at a mystery
writers seminar and makes it fresh. As usual her characters are quirky, Caron is the typical drama queen teen
and Claire is trying to make a living as a bookseller while the bodies pile up around her. This book is alot of
fun and worth waiting for. By Sue on May 04, Spelling is atrocious and word use is beyond belief Three stars
Only because Iike this author. The writing is not extraordinary, but the plot moves forward without difficulty.
The plot was well thought out the characters were somewhat like able. I had issues with the numerous spelling
errors. The spelling errors were consistent with auto correction being turned on and the words being changed
to a different word than the editor intended to use. Overall the book was enjoyable. Poorest book in this
usually entertaining series By Amazon Customer on Sep 26, There are far too many typos the downloaded
version of this book to let the story be enjoyable. That being said, I was disappointed in the content as well.
Add a Book Review Book Summary: This particular edition is in a Paperback format. It was published by
Wheeler Publishing and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
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Chapter 2 : Formats and Editions of A Conventional Corpse. [www.nxgvision.com]
A Conventional Corpse has ratings and 20 reviews. Brett said: This is my first Joan Hess, Claire Malloy mystery. I found
it on a list of humorous mys.

I found it on a list of humorous mysteries and picked it up because it was available at my local paperback
exchange. The premise was fun, a murder at a convention of murder mystery writers. But the characters and
the humor did not seem generally successful. Maybe a bit too much stereotypical characters. I had a little
trouble keeping track of the characters. The book was enjoyable at times, but I would not particularly recomm
This is my first Joan Hess, Claire Malloy mystery. The book was enjoyable at times, but I would not
particularly recommend it. Showed some of the backbiting, self inclined temperaments of some writers. The
main character was not overly syrupy nor bitter rude, but is logical and humorous. Refuses to listen to excuses
and walks in a type of integrity that makes her perfect for the book. Mar 10, Alice Benson rated it it was ok I
used to read this series Feb 16, Jasmine Giacomo rated it liked it Claire Malloy, owner of the Book Depot
bookstore, finds herself suddenly in charge of a weekend murder mystery convention when the organizer is
hospitalized. And then the theories get really cree Claire Malloy, owner of the Book Depot bookstore, finds
herself suddenly in charge of a weekend murder mystery convention when the organizer is hospitalized. And
then the theories get really creepy, as the authors begin to speculate on death and murder as only they can.
While I generally enjoyed this book for the mystery convention concept, I wonder whether Ms. Hess wrote it
on a dare, or possibly as a cry for help, or even as a satire on the ins and outs of her own genre. The characters
in this book were well done: The insulting in this book was delicious. And I enjoyed the little inside issues the
authors had to deal with, such as being ignored by their editor, or having books trapped in a backlist,
inaccessible to readers. Motives for murder abounded. The only character who felt flat was Peter Rosen. The
plot itself, as I said, was fun. But it felt pretty unrealistic, even more than the usual serial cozy plot. A handful
of bestselling mystery authors popping into a tiny town? Which was cool and made sense; their job is to think
on that level. But the rest of the book was more simply written, and as a result, the "regular" characters seemed
a bit slow. The novel clearly stated that the first victim learned all sorts of interesting stuff like forensics and
police procedures AFTER the killer had moved away from town. Surely the mystery genre suffers from the
occasional trope just like every other genre. I completely fail to see what fully formed plot idea could have
been stolen from a short story ten years previously, and which would still be immediately recognizable to the
original writer and drive her to sue, let alone win. The writing was so tight that it seemed to tear in a few
places, leaving a gap just a bit wider than I enjoy crossing to continue the story. I also counted several typos of
the sort that are also words a for at, Rose for Rosen, etc , and a couple of completely omitted words, which for
me really detract from the enjoyment of a book.
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Chapter 3 : Editions of A Conventional Corpse by Joan Hess
A CONVENTIONAL CORPSE is a witty and enchanting cozy that captures the ambiance of campus small town life. The
subplot involving the heroine and her egotistical former lover is extremely humorous. There is an abundance of viable
suspects that add to the complexity of Joan HessÂ¿ wonderful amateur sleuth novel.

All items are inspected before listing to confirm that there are no critical defects that would prevent its use. I
personally photograph all items in order to insure that unlike other larger book vendors, you have more than a
stock photo to view the condition. I take on average at least 4 pictures in order to show the cover, spine, top,
bottom and side pages as well as all 8 corners. Special defects, features or other attributes are noted in the
description or photographed on a individual basis. The majority of the books I sell are used. They will
sometimes have a name on the inside cover, or a stamp from a book store on the bottom or inside. If it has
underlining or highlighting I make sure to note it in the description. Some older books will have dedications
written in the front, I make sure to note this also. It is not my intent to ever deceive a buyer on the condition of
a book. If you have an issue with a book not being what you expected please contact me so I can make it right
somehow. Shipping will occur within one working day from confirmation of payment. You will be able to
track your item through Ebay. I ship everything media mail in order to keep the cost of the item to a minimum,
some people have had issues with this mode before, but with the care in which I package my items this should
not be a problem. I seal each item in a water proof bag then wrap it in cardboard to protect the corners and
edges, then put a final paper wrapping on the outside. If they are thin they are marked Do Not Bend. No
worries about vicious mail handlers or angry rain clouds. Most shipping take 2 - 8 days, but it very rarely takes
more than 4. I will gladly combine shipping for you when you purchase multiple items, just add them all to
your cart before you purchase them, and buy them all at once. If you wait for me to send you an invoice before
you pay the adjusted cost will be present there. If the item is marked "Free Shipping", it is taken care of
already. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Germany. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Clovis, California, United States
Shipping to: United States No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab
Change country: There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Handling time Will usually ship within 1 business day
of receiving cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Return policy After receiving the item, contact
seller within Refund will be given as Return shipping Money back Buyer pays for return shipping Refer to
eBay Return policy for more details. You are covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an
item that is not as described in the listing.

Chapter 4 : Claire Malloy Mysteries: A Conventional Corpse 13 by Joan Hess (, Hardcover, Large Type) | e
Farberville, Arkansas is playing host to its first ever mystery convention. Sponsored by the Thurber Farber Foundation
and held at Farber College, Murder Comes to Campus is playing host to five major mystery writers representing all
areas of the field.

Chapter 5 : a conventional corpse | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
A Conventional Corpse - A Claire Malloy Mystery by Joan Hess By Gina Sharpe | Submitted On February 23, Claire is
an interesting bookshop owner who has been coerced into helping with a mystery book convention.
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Buy a cheap copy of A Conventional Corpse book by Joan Hess. When Farberville, Arkansas, plays host to its first-ever
mystery convention--Murder Comes to Campus--local bookseller Claire Malloy finds herself in the midst of.

Chapter 7 : A CONVENTIONAL CORPSE by Joan Hess | Kirkus Reviews
Read "A Conventional Corpse A Claire Malloy Mystery" by Joan Hess with Rakuten Kobo. Farberville, Arkansas is
playing host to its first ever mystery convention.

Chapter 8 : A Conventional Corpse (Claire Malloy Mysteries, No. 13) by Joan Hess ()
A Conventional Corpse: A Claire Malloy Mystery - Ebook written by Joan Hess. Read this book using Google Play
Books app on your PC, android, iOS devices. Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you
read A Conventional Corpse: A Claire Malloy Mystery.

Chapter 9 : A Conventional Corpse - Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County - OverDrive
Bookseller Claire Malloy returns for her lucky 13th outing in another slyly satirical whodunit from Hess (A Holly Jolly
Murder; the Maggody series). As the person in charge of the first mystery conven.
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